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S/MIME

A set of standards for secure email messaging defined by
IETF.
Uses:

1. digital signatures

2. encryption



S/MIME

S/MIME provides:

1. authentication

2. message integrity

3. non-repudiation of origin

4. data confidentiality



S/MIME Certificates

Bindings between public key and identities



S/MIME in Mail on MacOs
for example:



Errors in Implementation

1. the programm has to be vulnerability-free

2. developer do implementation mistakes



find exploit to :

1. forge a signature on an arbitrary email message

2. obtain decrypted content.

3. disrupt email client services.



Methods:

create complex email message structures:

1. manipulating S/MIME objects.

2. manipulating other objects related to S/MIME such as
MIME, CMS.

3. applying a different combination of security operations.



MIME

The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) is
RFC Internet standard RFC which defines the data format
of emails.

1. textual message bodies in character set other than
US-ASCII.

2. an extensible set of different formats for non-textual
message bodies like images, application pro- grams,
videos.

3. messages bodies with multiple parts.

4. textual header information in character sets other than
US-ASCII



Multipart alternative



Multipart attachment



CMS

cryptographic message syntax(CMS)

1. IETF standard for cryptographically protected
messages.

2. can sign and encrypt arbitrary message content.

3. allows multiple encapsulations.



CMS EnvelopedData



CMS SignedData



nested CMS

1. any combination of cryptographic operations could be
applied to the message.

2. signBy(Maria) →signBy(Donald) →encrypt

3. encrypt→encrypt →sign

4. etc.



encrypted message with S/MIME



signed message with S/MIME



S/MIME could be also nested

According to the standard, each individual layer of CMS is
wrapped with MIME. For example, for sign →encrypt

1. a MIME entity of type text/plain is created.

2. the MIME entity is processed to the CMS SignedData
object.

3. the CMS SignedData is encoded with base64 and
wrapped with S/MIME.

4. S/MIME message is processed to the CMS
EnvelopedData object.

5. the CMS EnvelopedData is encoded with base64 and
wrapped with S/MIME.



Test cases



S/MIME test tool development

1. importing of sender and recipient certificates.

2. generation of email messages according to propertis
defined.

3. sending generated email messages to the recipient.

4. saving the sent messages as a text file.



S/MIME test tool development

1. jdk 1.8

2. bcmail-jdk15on library of BouncyCastle

3. JavaMail API version 1.6.0.

4. java.security



Tested Email Clients

1. Mail on IOS 11.2.5

2. Thunderbird 52.6.0 on macOs Siere 10.12.16

3. Mail 10.03 on macOs Siere 10.12.16



running the tests



Results

36 out of 111 tests failed.



signed S/MIME as an email attachtment 1
We sent the following message:

1. a MIME entity of type text/plain with some text is
created and signed with S/MIME
multipart/signedformat.

2. another MIME entity of type text/plain with some
text is created.

3. an email message of type multipart/mixed is created.

4. a MIME entity from step 2 is appended to the message
from step 3.

5. a MIME entity from step 1 is appended as
message/rfc822 (email attachment) to message from
step 3



Output in Mail MacOs



signed S/MIME as an email attachtment 2

Now we did aditional manipulations:

1. the external body part of type text/html ending with
the tag <div style=’visibility:hidden’>

2. the external body part was signed by Maria Sigal.

3. email message is spoofed to make it look coming from
Donal Trump



Output in Mail MacOs



Output in Thunderbird MacOs



encrypted S/MIME as an email attachtment

1. the external mesage has some text

2. the email message has an encrypted email message as
attachment



Mail MacOs
no indication for encryption performed.



Mail MacOs

The email attachtment is included in the reply message.



Thunderbird MacOs

The email attachtment is not included in the reply message.



Sign →Encrypt →Sign

1. the MIME entity of type text/plain is signed by
Donald Trump

2. The result of 1 is encrypted for Kim

3. the result of 2 is signed by Maria Sigal



Sign →Encrypt →Sign in Mail MacOs



Mail MacOs - reply message



Mail IOS - Sign →Encrypt →Sign



Sign →Encrypt →Sign in Thunderbird MacOs



Thunderbird MacOs - reply message



CMS encapsulation

1. the MIME entity is packed in the CMS
Enveloped]Data.

2. the CMS EnvelopedData is signed with CMS
SingedData by Donald Trump.

3. The result is wrapped with S/MIME.



CMS encapsulation in Thunderbird MacOs

Messages are not downloaded from the server.



CMS encapsulation in Mail IOS

Denial-of-service - any messages later sent to the recipient
also not downloaded.



Surreptitious Forwarding Attack



Encrypt-and-Sign Attack



Repairs

1. Sign the recipient’s name into the plaintext

2. Encrypt the sender’s name into the plaintext

3. Incorporate both names

4. Sign the signed and encrypted message again

5. Encrypt the signed ciphertext again



Sign →Encrypt →Sign

Not supported. The same output as with the
sign-then-encrypt message.



Encrypt →Sign→Encypt

Not supported. The same output as with the
sign-then-encrypt message.
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